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INTRODUCTION
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) play a major role in most economies, especially in frontier countries like Nepal. The SMEs in Nepal have a low capital base, poor
access to technology, and inadequate knowledge and information regarding business opportunities and marketing. One to Watch (OTW) aims to address these issues by
closing the “missing-middle” finance and “business support” gap for entrepreneurs as a means of promoting socioeconomic development in Nepal.
At OTW, we put impact as one of the core values of our investment strategy. Hence, we consciously invest in companies that create positive impact. The impact created
by our portfolio companies is measured as per the triple bottom line namely social, environmental, and economic impact. The impact created can be directly linked to the
Sustainable Development Goals.

ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK
Impact measurement is one of the priorities at OTW. Each of our investee companies goes through a series of discussions which starts with a facilitated workshop. The
workshop helps companies to identify key aspects of their business operations – input, activity, output, and set impact goals. The investee companies then revisit their
impact goals annually and further clarify their roadmap to reach these goals. The outcome of this process is a list of identified metrics which appropriately define the impact
of the company, which are measurable and can be properly reported.

A Fight Worth Fighting
“Our effort to build companies and the ecosystem around them is strongly driven by the desire for change and stamina of
entrepreneurs in Nepal. It makes the fight worth fighting. The battles this year were extremely tough, catalyzed by the coup in
Myanmar and the second wave of Covid in Nepal. Amidst these events, entrepreneurs in our market stood up with new ideas
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turning risks into opportunities. As a result, in Nepal, we witnessed a boom in the growth of the digital economy and smart logistics.
Supporting companies in times of transformation is built in the DNA of One to Watch. Doing so, we have innovated our approach
to financing and capacity building. The blended finance COVID-19 MSME Fund is novelty in the market and offered access to
finance to 100 companies in the market. Hence, companies were able to retain 783 jobs at risk during the Covid crisis. The
blended finance approach is here to stay. It also offers learnings for our SME (NIIC) and Clean Energy fund (ORE). Team One to
Watch have demonstrated to be real warriors in the battles of 2021, standing up in the face of the challenges and adding value to
the resilient spirit of entrepreneurship.
We are looking forward to 2022.”
Willem and Suman

OTW works with small and medium sized companies that create impact as well as profits. We invest in companies in Nepal with
high growth potential and in entrepreneurs who take on leadership positions in the society. Our investment and expertise support
the entrepreneurs in the ‘missing middle’ who are actively solving problems and creating jobs for local people.
We strive to be the ‘go-to partner’ for the next generation of entrepreneurs since the beginning of their investment-seeking
journey. During the pre-investment stage, we offer entrepreneurs with business development services, market linkages and
mentorships to address key gaps and weaknesses in their business, all while building a pipeline of investable companies. Our
investments are managed by an on-ground team made up of locals and internationals who are committed to support SMEs and
work around the challenges of the local business climate.
Till date, OTW has invested in 15 high potential SMEs, with a total of €6 million funds under management. These SMEs support
450+ direct jobs and hundreds of indirect jobs. They also contribute to the higher income of their suppliers, many of whom are
smallholder farmers.
OTW has reviewed more than 3000 companies in Nepal, provided technical assistance to 70+ companies through its accelerator
programs and customized business development solutions. The community of OTW includes 60+ local mentors, 30+ international
mentors, 23 industry experts, 50+ investors and 8 institutional partners including UKAID, FMO and DGGF.

Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SME) are making up for a larger section of the Nepalese economy as they contribute to job
creation and economic growth. With the ambition to scale, entrepreneurs may not always have the necessary wherewithal that
comes with the dynamics of scaling in Nepal.
Realizing this gap, OTW has been actively supporting entrepreneurs through a host of its business development support (BDS)
programs for SMEs.
Our BDS helps growth-stage SMEs, strengthen their business models, and create strategic development plans to address key
gaps in their business. Together with its local and international network of instructors, mentors, and service providers, OTW
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provides support in streamlining their business and internal processes including finance, governance, legal, and HR, etc. We also
help in the development and implementation of sales and marketing strategies, financial literacy, and the overall development of
the entrepreneurial ecosystem through access to a wider network of entrepreneurs, instructors, and relevant business workshops
as part of the program.
Post the BDS support, the beneficiary companies become more resilient and investment ready. This also develops a strong
pipeline of investable companies.
OTW introduced its flagship business development program – ‘Enterprise’ in 2018, which caters to innovative SMEs providing
customized need-based solutions, strengthening their capacity in terms of business management, business development and
streamlining of processes building the capacities of the SMEs to increase their productivity, expand their businesses and
ultimately access growth capital. Eight iterations of the program have been run till date with more than 70 companies accelerated
out of which 18 have received growth capital.

Till date, our business development services in Nepal have:

Supported more than

110 companies

Accelerated

70 companies

Reviewed more than

3000 companies

For every Euro invested in
our accelerator program,
the accelerated companies
receive a capital injection of
€5 on average

OTW launched the COVID-19 MSME Fund Nepal in September 2020 with the objective to support MSMEs by helping them
access debt financing to bounce back from the effects of COVID-19. Adopting a blended finance approach, the Fund leverages
grant support from the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC and FMO- Dutch Entrepreneurial Development
Bank and mobilizes private sector capital through its three partner banks – Laxmi Bank, NMB Bank and Nabil Bank.
As of September 2021, the Fund was able to achieve its topline target of providing collateral and interest free loans to 100
MSMEs, mobilizing a total capital of NPR 170.8 million. Additionally, the Fund also successfully onboarded 40 companies for
its Business Development Service (BDS) under which these beneficiaries are receiving technical assistance aimed to support
business continuity, job retention, and build resilience.

COVID-19 MSME
FUND NEPAL

The Fund received a total of 1487 applications from across the country from businesses belonging to a wide array of sectors. With
the financial support received from the Fund, the beneficiaries were able to support 1441 direct jobs; with women accounting for
almost 50%. Out of the total jobs supported, 783 jobs, were retained, that would otherwise have been lost if the businesses were
unable to tap into capital to fund their operation. Additionally, a total of 140 new jobs have also been created.
The BDS component of the program which will continue till September 2022, is being implemented through two modules:
a) Masterclass sessions- an umbrella approach that addresses broad gaps across sectors and
b) Customized interventions tailored to the specific business needs of each company.
OTW continues to mobilize a host of internal and external resources and expertise to deliver these interventions. BDS
interventions are expected to be delivered in full well before the closure of the program.

Till date, the COVID-19 MSME Fund has achieved the following impact metrics:

Number of Loans Dispursed

Number of Women Employees

Risk Capital Mobilized

Number of Jobs Retained

Average Ticket Size

Number of Jobs Added

Number of Jobs Supported

Number of Companies
Onboarded for BDS

100

€ 1.2 million
€ 12.5K
1441

717
783
140
40

Producing quality, cost efficient
construction materials using modern,
environment friendly technology and
local materials.

Building national capacity to produce
vaccines for chickens and providing
innovative solutions in animal
husbandry.

Providing interest based, practical,
and cost-effective education to support
and empower the future leaders of the
country.

Providing eco-friendly and economical
solutions to the water issues in Nepal.

Managing waste locally and at low cost
by implementing waste segregation (at
source) and composting.

Producing organic dried ginger slices,
ginger powder & turmeric powder
for the local market and for export to
Europe.

PORTFOLIO
COMPANIES

Developing solar micro grids and
commercial off-grid systems in
developing countries for large
industries, small businesses &
households.

Agricultural inputs and services
supporting high yield in different
topography, soil, water and agroclimatic conditions.

Manufacturing home textile made of
100% cotton fabric woven and hand
printed in Nepal

Producing quality saplings through
tissue culture to support the farmers
of Nepal.

Developing CAD based engineering
software to design safer and better
roads and irrigation canals in Nepal.

Developing the coffee culture of Nepal
and promoting coffee grown in Nepal.

EMPLOYMENT GENERATED
Permanent Employees

367 / 77%

477

Male Employees

309 / 65%

Total Employees

AGGREGATED
IMPACT BY
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COMPANIES

Seasonal Workers

Female Employees

110 / 23%

168 / 35%

SUPPLIERS ENGAGED

95%
1,112 Local

1171

Total Suppliers

5%
59 International

PEOPLE TRAINED 2,738

CLIENTS SERVED 38,851

Client Individuals

34,227 / 88%
Total number employees trained

233 / 9%

Total number of people (non-employees trained)

2,505 / 91%

Client Organizations

4,624 / 12%

About
Due to the use of coal and exploitation of fertile topsoil, the conventional brick industry in Nepal is polluting the environment.
To combat this issue, Bajra Brick and Tiles Industries, uses modern techniques that do not require baking the bricks, thereby
reducing the greenhouse gas emissions. In addition, the manufactured bricks and tiles are on average 40% stronger and 20%
cheaper than traditional bricks.
The investment from OTW helped Bajra Bricks to acquire a new technology – “LPAC (Lithopore Aerated Concrete)” from Germany
which allowed them to manufacture light weight and high strength bricks, making them the first company in Nepal to do so.

Vision
The vision of the company is to transform the brick industry using advanced manufacturing processes, thereby eliminating the use
of fossil fuels and fertile topsoil that could otherwise be used for farming.

BAJRA BRICKS

Impact
Environmental Impact: The factory operates entirely on electricity, replacing use of fossil fuels. Also, Bajra Bricks, being an
environment-conscious company, manufactures bricks using industrial waste from construction instead of fertile topsoil.
Waste reduction: In conventional brick manufacturing industry, the wastage can be as high as 30%. However, Bajra Bricks uses
stone dust as one of the raw materials, in this manner 85% of materials can be recycled.
Client savings: The products of Bajra Bricks are 40% stronger making them damage-free and 20% cheaper than the traditional
bricks.

www.bajrabrick.com

2021 COVID Response

2022 Outlook

At the beginning of the lockdown, Bajra Bricks kept all their workers inside their

If situation allows, the focus of Bajra Bricks remains with introducing highly efficient

facility and provided them with all the necessities, despite their production being

technology from Germany- LPAC (Lithopore Aerated Concrete Bricks) for the first

stalled. As the lockdown was prolonged, majority of the workers decided to leave

time in Nepal. Depending upon the marketability of this product, CEO Bikram

for their homes. However, Bajra bricks continued to support those who chose to

Prajapati plans to expand the factory considerably.

stay in the facility.

Key Personnel

Bikram Prajapati, Founder & CEO
As a Mechanical Engineering student in Tribhuvan University, Bikram received an opportunity to work on a technology that could separate smoke from dust and make
the brick production dust free. After graduating, he migrated to Japan to work for Honda. He returned to Nepal after carefully contemplating his desire to implement what
he learned at Tribhuvan University. Upon his return he founded Bajra Bricks. Bikram aims to promote sustainable construction practices and provide an ecofriendly
construction material for urban and rural development.

About
Backyard poultry farming is practiced by most of the marginalized rural households in Nepal. These households rely on low-cost
backyard poultry rearing to supplement and enhance their livelihoods, which is often disrupted by Newcastle Disease Virus (NDV)
in poultry. Biovac Nepal Private Limited is a vaccine research, development and manufacturing company based in Nepal. OTW
invested in Biovac Nepal in 2018 when they were still at a pre-revenue stage; to support them in their mission to develop cold
chain free NDV vaccines and increase its access to rural communities of Nepal.
Most commercially available poultry vaccines in the market are imported and are sensitive to heat. Such vaccines can easily be
destroyed if the cold chain is not maintained. After 3 years of perseverance, Biovac is now the only domestic producer of the
I-2 strain of NDV vaccines. I-2 NDV vaccines have an edge over other vaccines due to its thermostability and easy applicability,
providing good protection against the lethal virus.

Vision
To produce poultry vaccines – initially focused on Newcastle disease and in time focusing on making animal vaccines which are
easily accessible for use.

BIOVAC
Impact
Research & innovation: With 3 years of continuous research, Biovac has developed I-2 strain of Newcastle Disease Virus (NDV)
vaccines, which does not require a cold chain storage, thereby making it accessible to rural backyard poultry farmers.
Self-Reliant: Nepal has been importing poultry vaccines, mostly from India. With locally produced vaccines, Nepal will no longer
be dependent on other countries and farmers can have quick and easy access to the vaccines in the event of an outbreak.
Partnerships: Over the years, Biovac has formed collaborative partnerships with local and international institutions. In 2021,
www.biovacnepal.com

Biovac signed an exclusive commercial partnership with the largest Veterinary Medicine Distributor of Nepal, helping Biovac to
expand its market reach all over Nepal.

2021 COVID Response

2022 Outlook

This year, Biovac was granted the production license for their NDV vaccines from

Biovac anticipates receiving the vaccine distribution license soon and are planning

the Drug Development Administration. They have also applied for the distribution

to proactively promote their vaccines. Biovac is also planning to launch its diagnostic

license for the same. The company operated in full capacity amid the lockdown

programs, which shall help them identify new leads. For 2022, they have an annual

and were also able to secure a purchase order from one of the leading veterinary

revenue target of NPR 72 million.

medicine distributors in Nepal.

Key Personnel

Dibesh Karmach arya, Founder & CEO
Mr. Karmacharya has a Conservation Biology degree from Wayne State College, USA and a PhD in Conservation and Microbiome Genetics from Griffith University,
Australia. He worked extensively in the US for Caliper Lifesciences in New Jersey as a research scientist (transgenic animal models). He promoted Genomics and
Proteomics technology platforms for GE Healthcare Life sciences in the US and Canada. He founded the Center for Molecular Dynamics Nepal (CMDN), a wildlife
genetics and clinical epidemiology research center and is the Chairman and Executive Director of the Organization. He also founded Intrepid Nepal Pvt. Ltd.-a molecular
diagnostics-based Biotechnology Company, and Intrepid Cancer Diagnostics-a leading cancer diagnostic laboratory. He leads several innovative research projects in Nepal
including building Nepal’s first genetic database of wild tigers through Nepal Tiger Genome Project.

About
Bloom Nepal School was established in 2013 with the goal of creating passion-based learning institutions where students of all
socioeconomic backgrounds could come together for a shared purpose of intellectual development. The school believes that
a student cannot be defined by his/her successes in math and sciences. What matters the most is being educated, happy and
accomplished in life. This can be best ensured if individuals can follow passion starting from an early age. With this idea, Bloom
offers structured programs that lets students engage in the field of passion areas like sports, mathematics, computers starting
from as early as fourth grade.
Bloom Nepal started with 18 students in 2013 and aspires to become the largest chain of residential schools in Nepal. In 2019,
Bloom Nepal School acquired another school in Itahari. With this, they now have two schools with over 580 total students enrolled.

Vision
The school envisions to create a society where everyone has expertise in at least one field of interest and where these skills are
being used to constantly upgrade technology, innovation, and knowledge base.

BLOOM NEPAL SCHOOL

Impact
Technology adoption and resilience: Despite the grave aftermath of COVID, Bloom Nepal quickly transitioned to virtual classes
for the students, initially conducting online classes for free.
Student engagement activities: Due to the lockdown, physical engagement activities were not feasible. Nevertheless, Bloom
Nepal continued to organize virtual programs such as guest lectures, arts and writing competitions, workshops etc. for its students
virtually.
Women’s employment: More than 50% of its employees in management, teaching and operations are female.

www.bloomn.edu.np

Outreach: The students from Bloom currently hail from 47 districts of Nepal.

2021 COVID Response

2022 Outlook

The school has been running virtual classes since the beginning of the pandemic.

As the number of daily COVID cases is decreasing, Bloom has recently started

Currently, 70% of the students are benefitting from online learning. Each of the

physical classes. With this, they have also started to charge 100% fees (tuition,

students are provided with unique user login and the teachers can administer

accommodation, and transportation). Belonging to one of the severely COVID

attendance and the assessments online. Students pay reduced amount of fees

impacted sectors, Bloom’s target for 2022 is to operate normally as it did during

to access online classes, along with 100% concession on transportation and

the pre-covid times.

accommodation. Despite COVID, the student’s dropout rate has been under 10%.

Key Personnel

Ram Krishna Rijal, Founder & Chairman

Ajay Shrestha, Director

Surya Bahadur Karki, Director

Ram has been involved with Bloom Nepal School

Ajay Shrestha is one of the founding members of

With a mission to transform the educational landscape

in the capacity of Chairman since its inception. He

Bloom Nepal School. He is currently the Director of the

of Nepal, Surya returned to Nepal in 2015 having

has prior experience of working with World Bank,

School. Ajay has been part of various foundations that

graduated from Tsinghua University in China under

Thomas Herzfeld Asset Management and IFMR India.

aid in children education. He finished his Bachelor’s in

the Schwarzman scholarship. He founded Diyalo

Upon graduating from the Massachusetts Institute of

computer application from Bangalore University.

Foundation and UWS Nepal- organizations which

Technology in the US in 2012, he returned to Nepal to

are working to uplift education standards in Nepal.

set up Bloom Nepal School.

Through these organizations, he has constructed 25
schools in rural Nepal. Because of his contribution to
the education sector, Surya was listed in Forbes 30
under 30 in 2017. In the same year, he joined Bloom
Nepal School as a Director.

About
Of the 2.7 million smallholder farmers in Nepal, less than 5% have access to on-demand irrigation and affordable financing.
Consequently, most of the farmers practice subsistence farming. To address these challenges, Gham Power has developed
an integrated solution called ‘off-grid bazaar’ that provides farmers with reliable irrigation through solar water pumps, easy and
affordable financing, and knowledge of modern agricultural practices through personalized agri-advisory.
Founded in 2010, Gham Power offers products and services catering to different groups, ranging from smallholder farmers to
factories and industries. Currently, Gham Power develops solar agri-processing systems, micro-grids and commercial off-grid
systems to increase economic activity and improve the livelihood of those communities. Gham Power has, so far, installed over
3,000 solar projects that cumulatively generate around 4 MW of electricity.

Vision
To develop Nepal by bringing solar energy to remote places, providing people with affordable and reliable energy while promoting
income generation through electricity powered entrepreneurial ventures.

GHAM POWER

Impact
Cost savings to clients: Replacing diesel with solar helps farmers cut cost by $1,250 and commercial clients cut electricity bills
by $4,000 annually.
Reduced emissions: This year, Gham displaced 1,922 tons of CO2 emissions and 717 KL of diesel.
Products sold and capacity installed: This year Gham sold 3000 number of solar panels and 32 water pump projects and
installed a total capacity of 980 kW.
Land irrigated: 30 hectares of land was irrigated by using Gham Power products.

www.ghampower.com

Financial support and increased affordability: Customized financing plans were implemented to help farmers finance upfront
costs of installing solar water pumps. Partnerships with 3 additional Micro Finance Institutions was signed this year.

2021 COVID Response

2022 Outlook

Despite the second lockdown, Gham Power had a solid start to the year. They

Two major microgrid projects are nearing completion, which is keeping their

have made major strides in strengthening their team, expanding their distribution

installation team very occupied. Logistics is still a challenge given the constant

channels, and building a solid project pipeline as they look to achieve growth and

monsoon and post-COVID regulations. Nevertheless, Gham Power is excited about

operational efficiency. Moreover, to help rural communities adapt to the crisis

executing on their targets this quarter.

while securing their cash flow, Gham developed and deployed several projects
associated to community-based irrigation and rural health posts in remote Nepal.
Gham continued their digitization efforts during lockdown, building in-house digital
solutions which shall assist them to expand its operation and improve the service
delivery.

Key Personnel

Sandeep Giri, Founder & Chairman

Anjal Niraula, CEO

Sandeep founded his first start up- a software company in the San Francisco Bay

Anjal is an off-grid solar expert. At Gham Power, he oversees R&D and product

area which was later acquired by Oracle. When he encountered the energy crisis

strategy- including business development, design, and engineering. He thrives

in Nepal which had hit an all-time high in 2009-10 (with up to 16 hours of daily

to develop solar micro grids along with productive end use loads. Anjal was

load-shedding), Sandeep decided to launch Gham Power as a provider of solar

a Chevening Scholar at the University of Edinburgh where he studied energy

PV systems at prices comparable to diesel generators. A graduate in Computer

systems. He is also a member of the Future Energy Leader’s group with the World

Science from the University of Nebraska, he has led Gham Power to be the fastest

Energy Council where he works on the Energy Access taskforce. He was listed in

growing off-grid solar company in Nepal.

the Forbes 30 under 30 in 2018.

About
Nepal Thopa Sinchai (NTS) was established with a campaign of ‘TRUST IN AGRICULTURE’ through the supply of modern
agricultural and smart irrigation services for the farmers and institutions working for the technology based modern agriculture.
Being a market leader of drip irrigation systems in Nepal, NTS provides cost effective agricultural services which can help increase
a farmer’s productivity. Together with drip irrigation systems, NTS is also engaged in construction of greenhouses and delivers its
services all over Nepal. NTS is a one-stop shop for total agricultural inputs and services for agricultural development projects of
any size, irrespective of land, topography, soil, water, and agri-climatic conditions.

Vision
To be a catalyst in Nepal’s transformation from subsistence-based farming to modern commercial agriculture.

Impact
Water conservation: Due to drip irrigation, NTS clients can reduce the water usage by up to 70%. This year, 1.2 million liters of

NEPAL THOPA SINCHAI

water was saved by NTS’s systems.
Capacity building: 10 NTS employees have received on-the-job training. Small holder farmers also receive demonstrative
trainings on usage and efficiency of drip irrigation systems and greenhouse installations. This year, 150 number of farmers were
trained on use of equipment.
Greenhouse constructed: 154 greenhouses hosting over 30,000 plants were constructed by NTS this year.

www.nepalthopasinchai.com.np

2021 COVID Response

2022
2022
Outlook
Outlook

With the second lockdown in April, NTS’s expansion plans were put on halt. Still,

The prominent focus of NTS remains with expansion. Currently, they have 2 sites

NTS was able to establish more than 150 greenhouse projects for smallholder

under negotiation for branch establishment. With this, they will have presence in 4

farmers this year.

different locations in Nepal. They also plan to add other agricultural machines into
its product line.

Key Personnel

Khojraj Katuwal, Founder

Paras Katuwal, CEO

Mr. Khojraj Katuwal worked in the agricultural sector in Israel for 6 years. Upon

Motivated by the vision of his father, Mr. Khojraj Katuwal, Paras strives to develop

witnessing the increase in productivity through the drip irrigation system in Israel,

the agricultural field in Nepal through modern technology and smart irrigation

Khojraj decided to return to Nepal and introduce the same in Nepal. With the

services for the farmers. He was the recipient of the ‘Global Student Entrepreneur

recently learnt skill which was completely new and highly beneficial for Nepalese

Award’, 2016 for the best innovative business in Nepal.

farmers, Mr. Khojraj founded Nepal Thopa Sinchai Pvt. Ltd in the year 2014.
Currently, Mr. Khojraj is engaged in providing strategic inputs to the company. He is
also the President of Nepal Tunnel Farmer’s Association, and he continues to work
towards the welfare of the agricultural sector in Nepal.

About
Smart Tech Solution is a trusted IT company for application, web, mobile, and brand identity software. Established in 2010, Smart
Tech has achieved substantial recognition in the market through their flagship Computer-Aided Design (CAD) applications for
designing roads and water supply channels which are widely used by local governing bodies and infrastructure developers, thus
reducing the need for manual work and associated costs.
They have three flagship products – Smart Road, Smart GIS and Smart Water Supply and Sanitation. ‘Smart Road’ is a costeffective solution for road design and is their highest selling software. Smart Tech is currently upgrading ‘Smart Road’ wherein it
can be used to also design irrigation canals. Apart from this, they have also developed web portal solutions, digital advertising
solutions, e-governance solutions, and enterprise application solutions for companies in different industries and sectors.

Vision
To build and implement locally developed software for infrastructural development.

SMART TECH SOLUTION

Impact
Outreach: Smart Tech sold 71 licenses this year and expanded its sales reach to 46 municipalities. Also, 2 engineering colleges
purchased Smart Tech software this year.
Innovation: Smart Tech developed a first of its kind waste management application in Nepal for OXFAM Nepal that helps waste
collectors in ‘Birendranagar’ municipality to map customer location, set collection schedules and automate customer payments.
So far, 5217 number of households are connected to the app.
Client Savings: Competing products are 3 times more expensive than Smart Techs’.
Trainings provided: Smart Tech provided CAD trainings to its seasonal employees and 110 non-employees.

www.smarttech.com.np

2021 COVID Response

2022 Outlook

In 2021, Smart Tech was able to pivot to a new business vertical – ‘OrderSathi’.

Not only focusing on its core CAD program, but Smart Tech also aims to continue

OrderSathi is an e-commerce platform that allows one to set up an online store and

software development services and introduce multiple products in different domains.

sell their products. Moreover, Smart Tech also collaborated with OXFAM Nepal to
create web and mobile-based applications for solid waste management.

Key Personnel

Dibyesh Giri, Co-founder & CEO

Serish Dhital, Co-founder & CTO

Dibyesh has been involved in sales and marketing for over 9 years. He is also a

An EMBA from Pokhara University, Nepal, Serish co-founded Smart Tech solution

computer engineering graduate and serves as the CEO of Smart Tech Solution. He

and has led its business operations for the last 9 years. A computer engineering

graduated from Pune University with a Master’s in computer applications. Dibyesh,

graduate from Tribhuwan University, he has successfully implemented enterprise

with his competent sales team at Smart Tech overlooks marketing of their principal

software for diverse industries such as financial institutions, health sectors and

product- Smart Road. He is also engaged with creating marketing awareness of

development agencies resulting in over 100 clients. With an experience of over 9

their product and developing sales leads.

years in professional software development, he has been instrumental in developing
a product for road design which has been endorsed by every local government
and development agencies working in road design. Currently, Serish oversees the
product development and research at Smart Tech.

About
Red Mud Coffee is a for profit company with a social mindfulness. With a mission to promote locally produced coffee amongst the
youth of Nepal, Red Mud was established in the year 2012. In line with its slogan, “Every revolution starts in a Coffee Shop,” Red
Mud aspires to revolutionize the coffee culture among the Nepali youth. Red Mud Coffee now has 4 stores in Kathmandu, 1 kiosk
and 3 franchisees in Kathmandu, Manang and Dhangadhi.

Vision
To scale up the coffee culture in Nepal. Red Mud envisions to continue serving the best locally grown coffee in the Nepalese
market and be an agent of change in the coffee culture of Nepal.

Impact
Skill development: 150 non-employees and 50 employees have received barista training.
Local consumption: Red Mud is one of the biggest local buyers of Nepali coffee. This year, Red Mud had purchased 4.5 tons

RED MUD COFFEE

of locally grown coffee.
Diversity and Inclusion : 60% of Red Mud’s employees are from marginalized communities. In addition, female employees
account for 30% of their total staff.
Employee benefits: Drop-off facilities to employees is also provided along with free meals.

www.redmudcoffee.com

2021 COVID Response

2022 Outlook

2020 was a challenging year for Red Mud as they had to downsize to reduce costs.

The focus for the upcoming year would be on expanding its franchise agreements

During the lockdown, 8 staff could not return to their villages, hence Red Mud

and promoting food delivery alongside takeaways. Red Mud is also looking to tie

provided these employees with accommodation and food. 2021 was better as the

up with educational institutions in Nepal to introduce their food in their cafeterias.

sales started to pick up. With this, they were able to begin operations at their new
store in Durbar Marg.

Key Personnel

Pravesh Humagain, Co-Founder & CEO

Pravash Sharma, CFO

A graduate from Anglia Ruskin University, Pravesh gained his skills in food &

Mr. Sharma is the member of The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants,

beverages and customer services through his experience at Nando’s UK where

(U.K) and is currently pursuing MA in Economics. He possesses a wide range of

he worked as a manager for 5 years. With the skills acquired and lessons learnt

expertise in managing risk and improving processes both in UK and Nepal. He

abroad, Pravesh aspired to establish Red Mud as a brand in the Nepalese market.

has experiences in providing operational, financial, and International Financial

At Red Mud, Pravesh oversees the finances and administration of the outlets and

Reporting Framework (IFRS) compliance and delivering strategic business

manages human resources.

improvement plans.

About
Smart Paani Pvt. Ltd. is an organization working in the water sector with a vision to provide sustainable water solutions. Established
by experienced technicians, researchers, and businessmen, Smart Paani provides customizable eco-friendly and economical
solutions. Smart Paani offers solutions in rainwater harvesting, water filtration, water recycling, and wastewater treatment which
helps households and businesses to reduce their dependency on groundwater, tankers, and other water supplies. Till date, Smart
Paani has successfully installed water systems in 1800 households and 2500 organizations.

Vision
To provide sustainable water solutions in Nepal where neither the living standards nor the environment is compromised.

Impact
Outreach: Over 40,000 students have access to clean drinking water from Smart Paani’s filtration system installed in over 100
public schools across Nepal.

SMART PAANI

Grey water treatment: Greywater includes the water from shower, laundry, and kitchen. Approximately 15,000 liters of greywater
is treated everyday by Smart Paani’s treatment systems.
Rainwater harvested: 80 million liters of rainwater was harvested by SmartPaani’s rainwater harvesting system this year.
Plastic savings: 2500 plastic bottles were replaced by Smart Paani’s systems this year.

www.smartpaani.com

2021 COVID Response

2022 Outlook

In 2021, Nepal received the highest amount of rainfall in years. Due to excessive

In 2022, Smart Paani’s focus shall be on streamlining its strategy and strengthening

rainfall, urban flooding was a major concern. Smart Paani has been advocating

the company’s policies and processes.

the importance of rainwater harvesting and treatment of wastewater to combat this
issue.

Key Personnel

Suman Shakya, Co-Founder & Managing Director

Tyler McMahon, Co-Founder &Advisor

Passionate about building the entrepreneurial ecosystem in Nepal, Suman Shakya

Tyler has spent the past 8 years in Nepal- first, as a Fulbright scholar and finally a

brings in over 20 years of business experience which he acquired through his role

consultant to the UNWFP. As a graduate in Environmental Economics, specializing

as a consultant in the World Bank. He co-founded Smart Paani and is engaged as

in water, he conducted research on the economics of rainwater harvesting in

an adjunct faculty at numerous business schools in Nepal.

Kathmandu. With Smart Paani, Tyler aims to provide 2 major value propositions to
its clients- access to clean water and cost efficiency.

Anisha Karn, CEO
Anisha is the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Smart Paani. As an engineering

Hem Narayan Shrestha, Co-Founder & Technical Director

graduate with a Masters’ degree in Marketing, she brings with her a balanced

With previous engagements in several NGOs and independent clients, Hem has

approach between technology and management. Since graduating from Symbiosis

an experience of over 400 rainwater harvesting installations. At Smart Paani, he

International University Pune, India, her passion for the marketing world grew being

leads the technical team that performs installations of rainwater harvesting, bio-

associated with Bharti Airtel Mumbai. She has a strong background in sales, client

sand filters and the sanitary piping work for grey water recycling and wastewater

relations and marketing campaigns.

treatment systems.

About
Established in 1993, Waste Concern is one of the country’s first commercial waste management companies. Through its robust
waste collection services, the company aims to combat unsystematic waste management in Kathmandu valley. Waste Concern
aims to introduce segregation of waste at source in 5,000+ households, which would further contribute to help them to shift
towards the circular economy.

Vision
Creating a clean and healthy society by increasing awareness related to waste segregation at source and proper disposal of solid
waste, therefore marching towards a circular economy.

Impact
Waste managed: On average, 24 tons of waste was managed per day by the organization this year.
Technology enabled: Waste Concern has launched a ‘subscriber management system’ app where customers can receive

WASTE CONCERN

notifications of waste collection schedules and the company can get area-wise daily collection reports, payment due reports etc.
Moreover, Waste Concern aims to digitize the billing system and encourage online payments through QR codes.
Capacity building: Over 500 community members were trained in waste management this year.
Women in leadership: Waste Concern was co-founded by an inspiring female entrepreneur.

www.wasteconcernnepal.com.np

2021 COVID Response

2022 Outlook

Waste Concern secured an interest and collateral free loan through OTW-managed

Waste Concern has recently submitted a proposal to the government ward to

COVID-19 MSME Fund. The loan was mainly utilized for short-term working capital

secure land for sorting of waste – into recyclable, bio-degradable and finally landfill.

needs and to purchase a new garbage truck. Waste Concern is also receiving

This shall help reduce landfill waste by 90% which would consequently help combat

customized BDS support from OTW in revamping their marketing and branding

air and soil pollution. The bio-degradable waste can be sold to composting sites,

strategy and restructuring their business operations with the help of a sector expert.

which will generate additional revenue for the company and reduce waste dumping
in landfills. In addition, Waste Concern is revamping their website where they plan
to introduce ‘scheduling of waste collection’ where customers can pre-schedule
their waste pick- up by paying a nominal fee.

Key Personnel

Sulav Moktan, Co-Founder & Managing Director

Rajani Shrestha, Co-Founder & COO

Sulav received structured education and training in Solid Waste Management

Prior to Waste Concern, Rajani worked as Finance Administrator in Seto Gurans,

from The Chartered Institution of Waste Management, U.K. He has over 10 years

an institution working for child welfare. A graduate in business studies, Rajani

of experience in waste management. His proactive nature has helped to bring

overlooks the overall company’s administration and the finance department at

strategic partners into the business. Besides waste management, he has been

Waste Concern.

actively involved in various social associations and organizations. He is also a chief
instructor of “Chio Kwang Do”(a form of martial arts) at Nepal Martial Arts Club.

About
Established in 2013, OMF cultivates organic ginger and turmeric in its natural environment and focuses on optimizing the
production value chain in Nepal for its products to export to international markets. OMF has direct linkages with the farmers of mid
and western region of Nepal and thrives to improve the lives of rural farmers.

Vision
To establish and build equitable partnership with the farmer groups & agriculture cooperatives, prioritizing women groups while
providing sustainable income and a steady price for fresh ginger & turmeric via organic agriculture.

Impact
Organic farming: Organic ginger is cultivated on 120 hectors of land with support from 765 certified organic farmers.
Certifications: OMF is one of the few companies in Nepal whose produce is certified from multiple international certifications
such as CERES (Certification of Environmental Standards), USDA ORGANIC, HACCP etc.

ORGANIC MOUNTAIN
FLAVOR

Environmental impact: OMF practices Zero Waste Processing in its factory. It utilizes the byproducts such as ginger skin as
manure for their own farmlands. More than 15 tons of waste was recycled by OMF this year.
Farmers’ output: More than 130 tons of organic ginger and 5 tons of organic turmeric were procured from organically certified
farmers of Nepal.

www.organicmountainflavor.com

2021 COVID Response

2022 Outlook

The first wave of COVID in 2020 had impacted OMF considerably. Taking the

In 2022, OMF has set a target of selling 170 tons of ginger to European markets. In

learnings from 2020, OMF were better prepared to combat the aftermath of COVID.

addition, they are also aiming to offer organic finished products in the supermarkets

During this year, OMF was able to receive 130 tons purchase order from one of

and stores of Nepal.

the leading German based company ‘Martin Bauer’. Also, OMF was able to obtain
the certification from HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point). With
this certification, OMF has managed to attract additional premium on the price and
improve the quality of the products they offer.

Key Personnel

Samir Newa, Founder & Managing Director
With over 10 years of experience in organic farming practices and over 8 years of experience in social mobilization, Samir is leading OMF in his capacity of Managing
Director. At OMF, he oversees product development, exports, market reach and local resource management. Samir was also a former member in The International
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements (IFOAM ) and of World Mountain People, France.

About
Founded by two inspiring women entrepreneurs, Cotton Mill is a home textile business- focusing on women empowerment and
environmental protection. The company manufactures various lines of generic and custom-made home textile products. Their
home textile is made of 100% cotton fabric woven in Nepal by local community women. Staying true to their ethos, the company
uses renewable energy to make their production environment friendly.

Vision
Cotton Mill aspires to become the leading household brand for home textile in Nepal committing itself to the principles of creating
value, sharing knowledge, innovation, and women empowerment.

Impact
Pivoting to additional product lines: Adapting to the pandemic, Cotton Mill closed two of its brick-and-mortar shops and pivoted
into online sales channel which has tremendously boomed since then. Cotton Mill also started producing and delivering high

COTTON MILL

quality cotton masks after experiencing a surge in its demand.
Women’s empowerment: 100% of its employees are women, most of whom are working mothers. Moreover, 15% of the women
employees are from marginalized communities.
Environment-friendly : Around 480,000 liters of rainwater was harvested and treated this year and used for the dyeing and
cleaning process.
Responsible production: Cotton Mill uses 100% natural breathable fiber and uses Azo-free paints in all its products.
Supporting local business: The fabrics are sourced locally and transformed into aesthetic sophisticated designs.

www.cottonmillnepal.com
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The year ‘2021’ was a transformational year for Cotton Mill, where the company

Cotton Mill products are aimed towards the niche market, usually high-income

underwent major changes. One of the positives was pivoting to online sales

group customers. Hence, to cater the middle-income groups, Cotton Mill is planning

channel, starting with sale of cotton masks. Despite closing of two physical stores,

to introduce ‘Cotton Mill Basics’ by introducing competitively priced products. Also,

Cotton Mill witnessed an increase in sales in online platforms and recorded highest

Cotton Mill is planning to adopt a franchising model with 6 concept stores, where the

profits in the last 5 years. This provided confidence to Cotton Mill, and since then,

stores would be selling Cotton Mill products, thus boosting the sales.

their overall online sales have been soaring.

Key Personnel

Prasanna Basnet, Co-Founder & CEO

Priyanka Basnet, Co- Founder & COO

After completing her Master’s Degree from Germany in Public Policy where

Upon competing her studies in International Management from Germany, Priyanka

she majored in Strategic Management of Non-Government Organization and

was engaged professionally with Buddha Air, which is one of the largest private

International Affairs, Prasanna founded Cotton Mill together with her sister in

airline companies of Nepal. Her role in Cotton Mill involves overseeing the

2016. Prior to founding Cotton Mill, Prasanna worked for various international

production facility. A lot of her time and effort is directed to designing and quality

development organizations such as ‘Save the Children’ and ‘Search for Common

control at their facility. She is the key person who ensures timely production of the

Ground’, where she gained experience of project management including overall

very well-designed products.

planning, budgeting, and implementation. At Cotton Mill, Prasanna oversees the
overall management of the company while also building relationship clients and
developing sales leads.

About
Despite being an agrarian economy, Nepal still lags in the biotechnology sector which has tremendous potential to modernize
agriculture. Ficus Biotech applies tissue culture technology to produce commercially viable plantlets that can ensure better output
for farmers. Ficus Biotech produces high quality plant saplings cloned from the best plants available and makes them accessible
in the market.

Vision
To produce high quality plants using the techniques of tissue culture, and to make these quality plants accessible in the market at
an affordable price to farmers all over Nepal.

Impact
Plant types: New flowers and ornamental plants such as peace lily, monstera, pothos, bougainvillea, etc. were introduced this
year.

FICUS BIOTECH

Responsible production: This year, Ficus Biotech limited its use of pesticide to 2 kgs. The fertilizers used were all organic.
Quality: Less than 5% saplings were returned in 2021. The returned saplings were timely replaced by Ficus.
Outreach: Till date, Ficus has worked with around 5000 farmers (smallholder farmers and commercial). Ficus has clients in 55
districts out of 75 districts.

www.ficusbiotech.com.np
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Learnings from 2020 – transportation of raw materials from Kathmandu to Jhapa

Witnessing the surge in demand, Ficus is planning to add new ornamental plants

lab was difficult, owing to the lockdown due to COVID. Thus, in 2021, Ficus timely

and indoor plants to increase revenue. Storage of such plants during winter is

transported required raw materials, pesticides, fertilizers, plant saplings etc. to

challenging. Hence, Ficus is planning to install an indoor heating system inside the

ensure Jhapa lab’s operations run smoothly in case of lockdown.

greenhouse. Ficus also plans to relocate their greenhouse to accommodate the
increasing capacity of current production. In the long run, the company also plans
to provide disease diagnostic services for plants – a service currently unavailable
in the Nepali market.

Key Personnel

Anuroop Manandhar, Co-Founder & CEO

Santosh Dahal, Co- Founder & CTO

Durlav Karki, Co- Founder & Managing Director

Upon completing his graduate studies as a Fulbright

A graduate in Biotechnology from Tribhuwan University,

Durlav holds a Master’s degree in Biological Chemistry

scholar at Columbia University, Anuroop migrated

Santosh serves as a Chief Technical Officer at Ficus.

from the University of Stavanger, Norway. Upon his

back to Nepal with a vision to integrate technology

Currently, he is responsible for the management of

return, he was involved with the Biotechnology Institute

with agriculture. In 2015, together with his co-

the production process and maintenance of quality of

at Kathmandu in the capacity of Program Coordinator.

founders, Anuroop started his entrepreneurial journey

plants in lab and in green house.

In partnership with the rest of the founders of Ficus,

by initiating small scale production in the laboratory in

Durlav is serving as a Managing Director and leads

Kathmandu University.

the production unit at Jhapa.

Supporting the next generation of entrepreneurs.
We invest in entrepreneurs who take on a leadership position in their societies. Our investment and expertise support entrepreneurs in the missing middle who are actively
solving problems and creating jobs for local people.

Member of

We are supported by

www.onetowatch.nl

